
 

For high-speed bottling lines: choose THE EXPERTS! 
Ensure performance, savings, and sustainability 
 

EMEA high-speed bottling lines growing market needs expertise 

In the Middle East and UAE soft-drinks and bottled water markets are projected to grow by 5 to 6% 
in the coming 5 years (source Euromonitor). To meet this growing demand, OEM’s are designing 
turnkey high-speed lines. Turnkey should not mean “one supplier for all equipments”. 
Customers still have the choice to benefit from expert suppliers understanding their specific needs 
and offering adapted solutions.  
 

 
 
Success on high-speed lines requires a focus on maximum output: ensure specific commitment on 
hygiene, food safety and avoid stoppages due for i.e. to improper capping or labelling. 
When it comes to producing with higher sustainability level too, saving water, avoiding chemicals, 
reducing packaging material weight, THE EXPERTS are one step ahead the OEM’s who cannot 
invest in all technologies simultaneously. 

Gulfood Manufacturing, the right place to meet THE EXPERTS 

For the major event of Gulfood Manufacturing, 4 French companies: ICE Water Management, 
Claranor, Zalkin and Sleever, are teaming up on one common booth. All offer the best available 
technologies in their field for high-speed filling lines. On THE EXPERTS’ booth they will present their 
expertise and solutions. 

Ensure performance, savings, and sustainability with THE EXPERTS! 

ICE Water Management, specialist of water management, offers solutions to enhance quality and 
ensure water savings at each step of the process. Water savings is the key interest for bottlers. A 
digital solution such as ICE Connect helps to reduce water consumption up to 15% and increase 
production line availability up to 10%. 

With the Pulsed Light Technology, Claranor offers the best compromise between high speed 
treatment and high efficiency for inline packaging sterilization.  The equipments for cap and preform 
treatment operate water-free, chemical free, with a very low operation cost of 25$/million cap. Used on 
ultra-clean lines, Pulsed Light enables to produce without ozone. 



Zalkin provides high-performance tailor-made capping solutions and collaborates with several major 
bottled water companies in providing solutions to bottling water using lightweight, thinner, smaller 
containers and caps. In addition to sustainability substantial cost savings can be achieved: an 
estimated 1/3 less plastic. 

With its exclusive LDPET product, innovative shrink-sleeve pioneer Sleever International, enables 
beverage producers to ensure clear PET bottle recyclability whilst maintaining premium product 
differentiation. Sleever’s unique vertical integration offers an innovative product/machine solution 
LDPET® - Combisteam LDPET® for optimal performance, reduced energy consumption by 
60%. 

 

Choose the best-in-class equipment with the EXPERTS! 

By offering tailor-made solutions, THE EXPERTS allow beverage manufacturers to 
enhance performances, savings and sustainability on high-speed filling lines, even if 
integrated by the largest OEM’s. 

 

 

Contact: Lucie RAY-LALANNE, Sleever Communication Director 
lucie.ray-lalanne@sleever.com - tel + 33 1 69 74 75 62   

Learn more:  

 

 

 
Ice-water-treatment.com     Claranor.com           Zalkin.com               Sleever.com 
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